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Word Alive Press. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover.
168 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 6.1in. x 0.6in.God clearly had his
hand on Frank Rempel from his humble beginnings in rural
Saskatchewan, developing within him the character qualities he
would need later in life to persevere through the challenges that
would come. He gave him a creative mind, the ability to
translate ideas into reality, seemingly boundless energy, and a
willingness to step out and try new things that others would shy
away from. God has done more than just hone Franks skills and
form his character over the nearly nine decades of his life. He
began a process of utterly transforming him when Frank
surrendered the control of his life to God. What follows can only
be described as a remarkable series of adventures as Frank and
his wife, Helen, followed the Lords leading through a number of
opportunities, calamities, and successes, each of which
inevitably brought blessing from the Lord. In human terms,
Frank is a wealthy man; but his greatest riches are stored up in
heaven, where he has consistently placed his greatest
investments, for from early on Frank and Helen made it their
ambition to use every opportunity...
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This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again
again in the future. Its been printed in an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only a er i finished reading this
publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andr es B a shir ia n-- Andr es B a shir ia n

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading
through. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- La cy Goldner-- La cy Goldner
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